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It’s as close to being there as it gets. Simulation
is the life-like reproduction of a specific visual
application. And it’s crucial to represent the
visual images realistically.

In each and every simulation application the
reality of the simulation is integral to the overall
success of the application. Individuals or teams
of technical and creative professionals can
engage in interactive, real-time engineering and
design review, data analysis, critical training,
presentation, or command-and-control
operations.

Whether training as a commercial airline pilot;
rehearsing critical land maneuvers for combat;
creating detailed anatomical modeling for
research and development or training for heavy
machinery operation, simulators must depict the
exact environment and surroundings so users
can not only navigate but anticipate information
as if it were real. 

D I S P L A Y  S Y S T E M S

Simulation

Unique Proprietary Features

To address these requirements, Christie’s simulation solutions products have unique, proprietary features utilized.

Digital Color Management (DCM™)

Christie’s Digital Color Management offers a specially designed optical system with a very tight +/- 5nm tolerance
for primary colors, making multi-channel adjustments between multiple projectors an easy task to accomplish.

Custom Gamma Adjustment (CGA™)

Christie’s Custom Gamma Adjustment ensures precise, true color representation, color matching and uniformity
with several gamma curves and gray scale tracking control.

Minimum Processing Latency (MPL™)

Christie’s Minimum Processing Latency feature means less than a single frame of the propagation delay between
projector input and the display, resulting in sharp, vibrant images without loss of flicker, detail or motion artifacts.
Minimum delay between input and projection display is critical to simulate real-time interaction between trainee
and simulation imagery.

Lamp Power Management (LPM™)

Christie’s Lamp Power Management feature provides users with the ability to adjust power to the lamps, for a
consistent and uniform brightness in our dual and quad-lamp projectors, to monitor and manage the lamp
operation.

Color Select Filter (CSF™)

Christie’s optional Color Select Filter (CSF™) feature ensures that all three colors are identically polarized, for
optimum color performance. With this feature, our LCD-based projectors can be stacked and, utilizing either a
linear or circular polarization kit, a high quality, high performance passive stereo solution can be created.

Primary Color Adjustment (PCA™)

Christie’s Primary Color Adjustment provides the ability to individually adjust actual RGB channels for even color
matching within individual projectors and true color representation across multi-screen images.

Spatial Light Image Construction (SLIC™)

Christie built DLP™ light engines ensure high quality convergence and registration between red, green and blue
DMDs™.

Seamless Image Mapping (SIM™)

Christie’s Seamless Image Mapping provides multi-channel display with edge blending on all four sides of the
image through proprietary software that can control blend width from 48 to 464 pixels. Easy to use intuitive
onscreen display menus can be remotely controlled via RS232. Black levels can be further blended through
external opto-mechanical blinders.

Light Output Control (LiteLOC™)

Christie’s LiteLOC feature provides constant brightness tracking and monitors the lamp output and automatically
adjusts the power to ensure constant, uniform brightness across the image – on a multiple-projector screen, or
multiple-screen image.

Color Temperature Control (CTC™)

Christie’s Color Temperature Control provides the flexibility of color temperature adjustment with a range from
5000° - 9300° K.

Whether providing the full 360° view of an air traffic control simulation, the panoramic view from a ship’s bridge,
detailing changes in wind and water, or providing the landscape and urban setting for a driver training simulation,
Christie’s solutions can be counted on for exquisite representation of reality and bright, vibrant images. And our
broad range of products, accessories and solutions will ensure that your specific application needs are met, to your
budget.

Our expertise will ensure that exact configuration is created to meet your specific visualization needs. Our solutions
will provide consistent, reliable imagery. Our after-sales service will ensure that our images are part of your vision.

Recreate reality…with Christie

 



Essential to Simulation

High display resolution for crisp, realistic images even with daytime simulations and high ambient
light. High contrast ratio and low, uniform black level for accurate depiction of night scene
simulation. High product reliability for extensive, regular use with no downtime tolerance and
excellent return on investment. Brightness and color uniformity for color matching across a single
screen illuminated by multiple projectors, or a multi-screen image. Minimum latency – the real-time
interaction between trainee and simulated imagery.

To meet the demanding needs of simulation applications, Christie’s solutions are designed for high
performance and high brightness environments where lowered costs help realize greater return on
investments. When a reliable Christie simulation solution is installed, set-up is simple, overall
maintenance is low and the consistent, repeat performance without worry allows multiple users to
train for minimal cost, again and again.

Christie – Synonymous with Simulation

Christie is synonymous with simulation. With flexible, customizable solutions that can be adapted to
your specific simulation application, Christie designs solutions for:

• Civil aviation

• Military aviation

• Road driving

• Sea-based simulation

• Land-based simulation

• Air traffic control

Christie’s simulation solutions include purpose-built projectors designed to meet the specific
requirements of the simulation market. As technologies change, the need for lower cost, off-
the-shelf simulation systems (COTS) with higher resolution and higher brightness is prevalent.
Christie’s simulation solutions offers a full range of models with brightness levels from 1500 to
4000 lumens, SXGA and UXGA resolutions, based on three flat panel display technologies and
configurations: 1-chip DLP; 3-chip LCD and 3-chip DLP. With this much choice, a unique
solution can be crafted for every application to fit your needs exactly.

And Christie’s total simulation solutions are more than just projectors. Coupled with Christie’s
high performance, high brightness projectors are edge-blending and geometric warping
capabilities, a broad range of lenses including high-contrast lenses for increased contrast ratio,
input modules, mounting systems, networking capability and other accessories to provide the
flexibility you need for your unique application. And Christie supports our installations with
excellent follow-up, customer service and full technical support.

With a Christie simulation solution, you can put any image on any surface or structure. The
possibilities and applications are endless.

Visual Reality

Key Simulation Requirements

Specific criteria must be met in order to perform to the exacting standards and demanding
visual displays that simulation environments require.

• High resolution
A minimum of SXGA (1280 x 1024) resolution is required to accurately depict the finest
detailed visual displays

• High contrast ratio and low black level
A high contrast ratio and low black level is necessary for accurate night scene simulation

• Brightness and color uniformity matching across multiple screens
Integral for completely life-like representation of the source, every projector and every screen
in the display must be equal in brightness and color

• Built-in edge-blending
Critical for multi-channel display with blending on all four sides of the image for a
completely seamless image and realistic visual view

• Minimum latency (image processing delay between input and display)

A requirement of less than one frame delay is critical for applications where user response is
dependent on the visual display, without loss of detail, flicker or motion artifacts

• High quality graphics image processing
Without motion artifacts and smearing, combined with the minimum latency, results in
excellent reproduction of the source – as close to reality as being there

• High product reliability
For extensive use in simulators. Ruggedized design with a 3G vibration standard for use on
motion platforms, longer lamp life usage and an increased Mean Time Between Failure
(MTBF) offer solutions built to last

• Lower operating and maintenance costs
Lower power consumption, fewer lamp changes, less down-time and ease of set-up provide
an overall lowered cost of ownership and a greater return on investment

• Ease of serviceability
Field-replaceable lamps, interface modules, mean time to repair less than 15 minutes, built-in
diagnostics, single-tool servicing – a complete, self-sufficient solution

• Low sound level
Important for smaller, shared environments and multiple users

• Remote networking, monitoring, diagnostics and control
Through ChristieNET™ connectivity for monitoring and control

AAI Chooses Christie for Italian Air Force

Battlefield effectiveness of line-of-sight weapon systems
requires a very high proficiency level of skills, skills that
can only be taught through intensive training under
realistic conditions. AAI Corporation has been the
leader in Spatially Immersive Display (SID or Dome) Air
Defense training systems for over 25 years. The original
Moving Target Simulator (MTS) was developed for the
US Army in the ‘60s. Currently, 21 IMTS systems are
being supported worldwide. The ITMS advanced design
concepts combine the latest in computer, video and
image projection technology. Projecting onto either a
40-foot or 64-foot diameter hemispherical “dome”
screen, AAI has selected the Christie Matrix 1500 and
the DS30W as the projector of choice for the Italian Air
Force’s mission planning systems.

The Army Research Laboratory (ARL) – Maryland, US

The Army Research Laboratory (ARL) at the Aberdeen
Proving Ground in Maryland is now testing a unique
virtual reality system to project realistic imagery of
simulated combat environments. RAVE II™, configured
by Fakespace Systems Inc. is part of the Tactical
Environment Simulation Facility at ARL, which consists of
two simulators. The first is the Hostile Environment
Simulator. The second is the Immersive Environment
Simulator with three detachable, large-scale stereoscopic
rear-projection modules with motion tracking and an
omni-directional treadmill to allow soldiers to run and
move in any direction within the virtual hostile terrain
and combat conditions. Both environments utilize the
Christie Mirage 6000 DLP™ projectors.  The system uses
seamless panoramic imaging spanning three 12.5’ x 10’
screens, each equipped with a Mirage projector in rear-
projection design.

AirBus’ Vis-Wall – Hamburg, Germany

The A380 is Airbus’ flagship aircraft and is also the first
large aircraft to be developed in the 21st Century. The
Hamburg facility hosts component assembly facilities
for the fuselage and cabin interiors for existing Airbus
aircraft, including the A319, A321 and operates a
design office for cabin interiors. Airbus has employed
the talents of Christie specialist VR and simulation
partner Viscon. Viscon have introduced a 2-channel
“Vis-Wall”, a 7.2m x 2.7m display utilizing four Vivid
White LCD™ projectors from Christie. Twenty percent
of each projected image is edge-blended to create the
seamless whole image. This edge-blended display
allows the aircraft to be displayed across almost the
entire canvas of the screen at 2880 x 1024 pixels.

Digital Color Space
Control provides an
ultimate solution in
color rendering
control, enabling
accurate and
consistent color
blending from screen
to screen.


